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Abstract

Study objective—The aim of the study was to determine whether a single size of cuff for adult blood pressure measurements is appropriate for general clinical practice.

Design—The study was a prospective survey of a sample of adult blood pressure measurements using two cuffs with different bladder sizes (12 × 23 cm and 15 × 33 cm) in a randomised design using a random zero sphygmomanometer.

Setting—Blood pressures were measured in a general practice and in a hospital outpatient clinic.

Participants—The participants were 35–60 year old men and women invited to attend a blood pressure screening programme in the general practice (n = 170), and 35–74 year old patients attending a general medical outpatients (n = 72).

Measurements and main results—The small cuff gave higher readings of systolic blood pressure than the large cuff (mean difference 4–4 mm Hg). The difference increased as systolic pressure increased but did not show a clear association with arm circumference. The small cuff also gave higher diastolic pressure readings (mean difference 3–0 mm Hg), but only when arm circumference exceeded 30 cm. The variability of the differences between readings from the two cuffs was wide, little affected by arm circumference, and was similar to the variability between measurements using the same cuff size.

Conclusions—In terms of precision there is no basis for using two different cuff sizes unless it is physically difficult to obtain a reading with one or the other. Since readings with large cuffs are closer to intra-arterial pressures in large arms, and the large cuff used here did not underestimate diastolic pressure in small arms, the large cuff alone could be recommended for general use.

The British Hypertension Society concluded in 1986 that the size of sphygmomanometer cuff bladder available as “standard” adult is too small for satisfactory measurement of blood pressure in most adult arms. Their general recommendations for the appropriate size were that the bladder length should be 80% of the arm circumference, and the width at least 40%. These same criteria were proposed originally in the report by the American Heart Association in 1951, and survived two subsequent revisions of the report. Although some studies of cuff size in relation to arm circumference have concluded that the standard size is adequate for general use, most have agreed with the conclusions of the British Hypertension Society report. Proposed solutions have been more controversial. The American Heart Association list of correct but mostly unavailable bladder sizes, and the suggested use of correction factors by others, are both based on the assumption that there is an ideal specification for each arm size, and that many different cuff sizes or an adjustment to each reading is the solution.

However, the traditional specifications do not represent an “ideal” but rather a minimum appropriate size. Some authorities, including the British Hypertension Society, have recommended that larger cuffs be more generally available, perhaps by scaling up both the length and the width of the standard cuff bladder. These recommendations are based on the notion that the large cuff is closer to the “truth”. Studies which have compared intra-arterial readings with indirect cuff measurements have generally found that in people with large arms, the larger cuff sizes do give readings closer to the direct records. Although only one study has produced evidence that direct measurements are better predictors of morbidity outcomes than indirect, such intra-arterial recordings are the nearest we come to a blood pressure standard. Little attention has been given to the variability of readings from available cuffs and to the way this is influenced by arm circumference and height of blood pressure.

The current study examines whether the use of a single large cuff would be appropriate for general clinical practice. We have compared blood pressure readings in a wide range of individuals using two currently available adult cuff sizes. The aims were first to estimate the effect of cuff size on blood pressure recordings at different arm circumferences, and then to set that estimate in the context of the repeatability of blood pressure measurements.

Methods

There were two sources of subjects studied, a group general practice in the Potteries and a hospital outpatients in north west London. Patients in the group practice had participated in a blood pressure screening programme for two years. Blood pressure, weight and height were measured during screening by the practice nurse, who had been trained to use a Hawksley random zero sphygmomanometer with the cuffs described below. All 35–60 year old men and women on the
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practice age-sex register had been invited, with a 75% response. Subjects for the present study were sampled randomly from this group within strata of body mass index to ensure a range of arm circumferences. They were invited by letter to reattend and 70% did so. The second group were aged 35–74 years and attended general medical outpatient clinics in north west London.

CUFF SIZES

The smaller cuff, supplied as “standard adult” with most hospital and general practice surgery sphygmomanometers, had a bladder 12 cm wide × 23 cm long. The adult large size, recommended currently and arbitrarily in the “Baumanometer” range for arms larger than 33 cm circumference, measured 15 cm wide × 33 cm long. These two cuffs are referred to in this report as “small” and “large” respectively.

RANDOMISATION

Each subject was randomly allocated to have their first blood pressure reading with either of the two cuff sizes, subsequent readings then alternating with the other. All readings were taken after sitting for at least five minutes, using diastolic phase V, with a random zero machine either by PRC (Stoke) or JKC (London). All subjects had three readings, the first one discarded initially as “habituation” and the second and third used to compare variability of single records. One hundred and four of the subjects then took part in a study of repeatability of each cuff size in which four values were recorded, again with the initial cuff size randomly allocated.

ANALYSIS

The method outlined by Bland and Altman for the comparison of two methods of measurement was applied. The first question to be examined was whether a systematically higher measure of blood pressure occurs when a small rather than a large cuff is used over a wide range of arm circumferences. To estimate this, overall means of within individual differences together with their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated.

Variability and repeatability within individuals can be described by the 95% limits of agreement: within person differences between repeated measurements are expressed as a range between two standard deviations below to two standard deviations above the mean of the differences. The ranges obtained from two small cuff readings, two large cuff readings, and a single small and a single large cuff reading were calculated and compared.

Results

Of 242 patients recruited, 170 were from general practice and 72 from outpatient clinics. Of these, 120 were randomised to have a small cuff blood pressure reading first, and 122 to a reading with the large cuff first (table I). The results from five patients were discarded because arrhythmias made an adequate blood pressure reading impossible.

The means of the differences between small and large cuff readings, calculated by subtracting the large from the small cuff reading, irrespective of the order in which they were taken, were for systolic blood pressure 4.4 mm Hg (95%, CI 3.1–5.7) and for diastolic blood pressure 3.0 mm Hg (95%, CI 2.6–3.4). The means of the small cuff measurements were higher in both cases (table II).

ARM CIRCUMFERENCE, BLOOD PRESSURE AND CUFF SIZE

When the differences between measurements from the two cuffs were stratified by tertiles of arm circumference (table II), the small cuff gave higher mean readings of systolic blood pressure in all three arm circumference categories and of diastolic blood pressure in the upper two categories. There was no overall difference between the diastolic blood pressure measurements from each cuff in arms of 30 cm circumference or less.

The influence of the actual height of blood pressure was examined by plotting the mean blood pressure from each pair of cuff readings against arm circumference and against the difference between the cuff readings. The mean of the systolic blood pressure taken with small and large cuffs rose with arm circumference (regression coefficient for arm circumference = 1.65, 95%, CI 1.02–2.28), as did diastolic blood pressure (regression coefficient = 1.07, 95%, CI 0.74–1.40). The difference between systolic pressure readings taken with the two cuffs tended to increase as mean systolic pressure increased (regression coefficient for systolic blood pressure difference = 0.07, 95%, CI 0.01–0.12), but there was no evidence of a similar relationship for diastolic pressure. This influence of the height of mean systolic pressure on the difference between the two readings was independent of the association of systolic pressure and arm circumference.

CUFF ORDER

Any order effect in the large–small comparison was assumed to be removed by the randomisation of cuff order. Replicate measurements using the same cuff size revealed a systematic order effect. There were statistically significant mean differences between first and second readings of systolic blood pressure for both the small cuff (3.4 mm Hg, 95%, CI 1.5–5.3) and the large cuff (4.7 mm Hg, 95%, CI 2.8–6.6). In the case of diastolic blood pressure, an order effect in the opposite direction (second reading higher than the first) emerged for the mean difference between small cuff readings (–2.0 mm Hg, 95%, CI –3.4 to –0.6) but there was no effect when using the large cuff (–0.1 mm Hg, 95%, CI –1.4 to +1.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I Arm circumference and blood pressure (mm Hg) in 237 subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm circumference (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP + systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

large from the small cuff reading, irrespective of the order in which they were taken, were for systolic blood pressure 4.4 mm Hg (95%, CI 3.1–5.7) and for diastolic blood pressure 3.0 mm Hg (95%, CI 2.6–3.4). The means of the small cuff measurements were higher in both cases (table II).


**Table II** Blood pressure differences between small and large cuff readings, for total group and by tertiles of arm circumference

| Total group | Arm circumference (cm) | ≤ 30 | 30–5 | 35–-
|-------------|------------------------|------|------|------
| Number      | 237                    | 79   | 82   | 76   
| SBP difference | Mean (SD)               | 4.4 (10.6) | 3.3 (9.1) | 3.5 (11.7) | 6.1 (8.8) |
|             | 95% confidence interval | 3.1–5.7 | 1.3–5.3 | 1.4–6.4 | 6.2–8.1 |
| DBP difference | Mean (SD)               | 3.0 (7.2) | 0.8 (7.1) | 3.5 (7.6) | 4.8 (6.1) |
|             | 95% confidence interval | 2.6–3.9 | 0.8–2.4 | 1.9–5.1 | 3.4–6.2 |
| SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; BP differences = small cuff minus large cuff (mm Hg)

**VARIABILITY**

The 95% limits of agreement between paired readings using each of the three possible cuff size combinations were not symmetrical about zero because of the systematic effects discussed above (table III). The ranges were of similar magnitude for both systolic and diastolic pressure whether identical or different cuff sizes were used for the two readings.

Scatterplots were drawn of the differences between cuff readings and the means of each pair of readings. The range of differences between small and large cuff readings became wider with increasing systolic pressure. So both the size of the systolic pressure difference and its variability tended to increase with the height of the systolic pressure. No association of variability with increasing mean diastolic pressure or with arm circumference was apparent.

**Discussion**

In this study the “standard adult” size of sphygmomanometer cuff gave higher readings of blood pressure than a commercially available large cuff. Systolic blood pressure was a mean 4.4 mm Hg higher when the small cuff was used. There was a tendency for this difference to increase with arm size, but the change was not significant over the range of arm circumferences usually encountered in clinical practice.

The mean difference between diastolic pressure readings from small and large cuffs was 3.0 mm Hg but this varied clearly with arm circumference. The finding that there was no overall difference between diastolic pressure readings from the two cuffs in arms of 30 cm circumference or less casts doubt on the notion that blood pressure will be underestimated when large cuffs are used on thin people.

In the case of systolic blood pressure the height of the pressure was a more important influence on the size of the mean difference between cuff readings than was arm circumference. Cuff size may be more important to the systolic pressure measurement at those pressures which begin to matter in treatment decisions.

These conclusions are about the overall effect of cuff size on blood pressure measurement. They are of less importance to individual blood pressure measurements. In this study the 95% limits of agreement between readings with a large and a “standard adult” size cuff were —15.6 mm Hg to +24.4 mm Hg for systolic pressure, and —11.8 mm Hg to 17.8 mm Hg for diastolic pressure. These were similar to the 95% ranges of repeatability for each cuff size separately. This variability appeared unaffected by the arm circumference or by the height of the diastolic pressure, although there was some association with the height of the systolic pressure. This means that as clinical measuring instruments of blood pressure over a wide range of arm sizes and blood pressures the two cuff sizes were of comparable precision.

The conclusion is that if a reading from a larger cuff is accepted as nearer to the “true” blood pressure with increasing arm circumference—a reasonable assumption from intra-arterial studies—then the large adult cuff employed in this study can be used in all situations except where the practicalities of measurement require a smaller cuff.

The limits of agreement illustrate the wide variability of blood pressure readings, a feature often obscured by summary statistics. The implication is that recording the mean of two readings is the clinically most appropriate method of monitoring blood pressure. The British Hypertension Society report estimated that between one third and one half of all adults have an arm circumference of 30 cm or more. Many people would have a potentially more appropriate blood pressure measurement if a large cuff were used, and the evidence here suggests that such a policy would not result in thinner people having a less appropriate recording. A recent paper which addressed rather different issues with direct arterial pressure recordings reached a similar conclusion, namely that the large rectangular cuff (14 × 38 cm in their study) should be the single size of choice for routine use.15 An earlier study had reached the same conclusion with a 14.5 × 37 cm cuff.16 Yet there is evidence that large cuffs are not being used because many practices and hospitals either do not stock them or use the standard cuff exclusively.17 A change in the national habit would seem more likely if a single cuff could be recommended in most situations, rather than evoking policies of duplicate cuffs, special cuff designs,18 or complex adjustments to the readings.

If the effect observed here of using large cuffs were translated in national terms to all adults, it might affect the chance of embarking on therapy for many thousands of mild hypertensives. As an example we can use figures from the Renfrew study,19 in which 10% of adults aged 45 to 64 years were found to have a diastolic blood pressure of 95–99 mm Hg with a 12 × 22 cm cuff. We will assume that 40% of this group had an arm circumference of 30 cm or more, and that their mean diastolic pressure would fall by about 4 mm Hg if a large cuff were used. If a diastolic pressure of 95 mm Hg or more were an indication for intervention, then some 3% of adults in this age group would be reclassified from the treatment...
category to a diastolic pressure of less than 95 mm Hg. This represents approximately 300 000 adults in England and Wales. The variability of individual blood pressure measurements would be unaffected by a switch to large cuffs, although this variability could be reduced if the mean of two readings became the recording norm.

What should the precise dimensions of a new standard cuff be? The British Hypertension Society authors recommend a 35 cm length, without committing themselves to a single width specification. In our study we used a 15 x 33 cm size and found occasional difficulty in fitting this on to smaller arms. It is commercially available and so our conclusion would be a new standard size of 15 x 33 cm, with a smaller cuff available if measurement is impractical.
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